K. Project Application
The below information should serve as a summary of the proposed project.
Project Title

South Sacramento Parkway Trail - West

SACOG ID number (if available)
(Bike/Ped/Trails Master Plan, MTP,
MTIP/SACTrak)
PPNO and/or EA number (if applicable)
Federal ID number (if applicable)

Bike/Ped Plan: 30222

Responsible Project Manager/Contact
Name, Position:
Role:
Address:
Phone:
E-mail:
Co-sponsor/Partner Agencies (if applicable)

Edward Cox
Bike and Pedestrian Coordinator
915 I Street Room 2000,
Sacramento, CA 95814-2604
(916) 808-8434
(916) 808-8404 fax
ecox@cityofsacramento.org
None, the city is the sole agency

Project Location
(Also attach a map)

Adjacent to Interstate 5 south of Pocket
Road/Meadowview Road and Freeport
Boulevard (See attached map)
The project is for construction of a new Class I
bike trail connecting the Freeport Shores Bike
Trail to the existing North Delta Shores Bike
Trail. The project includes the design,
environmental documentation, right-of-way
acquisition and construction. This project will
provide intra-community connections for
bicycling and walking to the Bill Conlin Youth
Sports Complex and connections to the
Sacramento River Trail. As a safe, comfortable
and convenient facility for bicyclists and
pedestrians, this project will advance the
Blueprint Planning Principles to encourage
people to walk and bicycle.
City/County Bikeway Master Plan
City of Sacramento General Plan

Project Scope/ Description (250 word limit)

What planning documents or other sources
describe the need for your project?

Not Applicable
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Summarize the need for the project based on
these documents.

The City/County Bikeway Master Plan shows
a continuous non-motorized trail system along
the southern city limits. The intent of this trail
is to provide east-west connectivity for
existing and future communities in the area.
The new trail will also connect with the
Sacramento River Bike Trail and the larger
regional trail systems in the City and County.
The City of Sacramento General Plan
describes a transportation goal that says:
“Create and maintain a safe, comprehensive,
and integrated bicycle system and support
facilities throughout the city that encourage
bicycling that is accessible to all.”

Describe the project area’s current
transportation facilities, by mode.

Further into the general plan it calls to
“convert underused rights-of-way along travel
lanes, drainage canals, and railroad corridors
to bikeways wherever possible and desirable.”
Currently the area has two roadways, two
non-motorized multi-use trails and one
forthcoming multi-use trail. There are no
transit routes in the immediate project area:
By motor vehicle: The majority of the
transportation in the project area uses
Interstate 5, which serves as a major limited
access facility for motorized vehicles in a
north-south orientation. The other roadway is
Freeport Boulevard, which serves as a northsouth arterial connecting the South
Sacramento neighborhoods to the Bill Conlin
Youth Sports Complex and to the town of
Freeport along with other delta communities
further south.
By bicycling and walking: Currently there is a
multi-use trail from the west along the
Sacramento River that starts at Garcia Bend
Park and ends at the Freeport Regional Water
Authority Intake Structure. Later this year, the
City of Sacramento will be extending this
bikeway further east to cross Freeport
Boulevard and connect to the Bill Conlin Youth
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Once your project is built, how will users
benefit from your project?

Project Schedule (estimated month and year):
1. Start environmental/preliminary
engineering
2. Final ED approved - Start
engineering/design
3. Start R/W acquisition & utilities
4. Complete plans, R/W, & permits – Ready
to advertise for construction/procurement
Total Project Cost (Part L)
 Total Funding Request
Funding committed from other sources
1. Environmental/preliminary engineering
2. Engineering/design
3. R/W acquisition & utilities
4. Construction/procurement
TOTAL
Describe any other potential funding sources
Can you build a usable partial stage of this
project? If so, please describe the phases and
costs.

Sports Complex. To the east, on the other side
of Interstate 5 is the North Delta Shores Bike
Trail. This trail starts at the interstate and runs
easterly along the southern edge of a newly
developed residential neighborhood called
North Delta Shores.
The proposed project eliminates a significant
barrier posed by Interstate 5. Once built,
citizens in the area will have greater
connectivity using non-motorized means.
Children who live in the South Sacramento
Neighborhoods east of Interstate 5 will have
better non-motorized access to the area’s
baseball, softball and soccer fields. Commuter
and recreational bicyclists in South
Sacramento will have access to the
Sacramento River Trail and to Freeport
Boulevard. As future easterly segments of the
South Sacramento Parkway develop, this
segment will become a major link to making a
continuous east-west non-motorized trail for a
growing number of bicyclists and pedestrians.
1. 3/1/2014
2. 1/1/2015
3. 2/1/2015
4. 1/1/2016

(Dates assume availability of funds no sooner than 2014)

$935,000
$827,756
Non-grant funded
Grant funded
1. $13,764
$106,236
2. $13,764
$106,236
3. $ 2,408
$ 18,592
4. $77,308
$596,692
$107,244
$827,756
No other potential funding sources have been
found.
No. This project will only make sense if it is
built in its entirety.
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Have you identified any significant and
reasonably likely risks to the project?
Describe: (150 words maximum total)
 Risks that would change scope
 Risks that would change schedule
 Risks that would change cost

Project Study Report or equivalent
completion date (if PSR completed, attach
electronic file to CD of application packet)
Does project include quantitative project
evaluation? If yes, please describe (250 word
maximum)

Yes, an analysis of the existing property
ownership revealed that an encroachment
into right-of-way owned by the State
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) will
be necessary. The trail is planned to run along
the back yards of ten residential properties.
Impacts to these houses need to be identified
and mitigated. The most significant risks to the
project involve the acquisition of right-of-way
from the Caltrans and proper mitigations
adjacent to the homes.
• Risks that would change the scope
would be inability to negotiate right of
way from Caltrans Without this right of
way, the trail would not be possible.
• Risks that would change the schedule
would be the delays associated with
negotiating right of way from Caltrans.
• Risks that would change the cost would
be additional costs associated right-ofway acquisition and mitigations to
impacts that might occur.
No project study report has been prepared at
this time.
The entire length of the proposed project is
not traversable, however. A project-wide
baseline number for counts, therefore, would
be zero. To help determine the postconstruction effectiveness, a count of bicycle
and pedestrians will be conducted upon
completion of the project.
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Does this project have any prior Regional
Funding from SACOG? If so, please describe
history of regional funding and reason for
additional funding request.
Environmental Justice: Please discuss the key
benefits or burdens of this project for any low
income and/or minority members of the
community, and include a brief response to
the following (150 word limit):
Pre-Construction Phase Projects: What kind of
outreach to the community, low-income
and/or minority residents of the project
area, and/or to other stakeholders do you plan
to undertake?
Construction Projects: What kind of outreach
have you conducted with community, lowincome or minority residents of the project
area, or other stakeholders in the process of
planning this project?

No. This project has received no prior regional
funding from SACOG.
This project is not expected to have any
significant burdens on low income or minority
members of this community. To the extent
that this project will impact the adjacent
residential properties, the City has budgeted
to mitigate any issues.
The proposed project will be a new trail
construction for bicyclists and pedestrians of
this and surrounding communities. Thus, this
project will benefit people who cannot (or
cannot afford to) drive an automobile. The
project will be built in a manner that
complements the community without
displacing any low income or minority
members
Public outreach is planned for the
development of the preliminary engineering
and the environmental documentation. A key
element to the outreach will be contacting
and coordinating with property owners
affected by the proposed project.

The City operates a special “interpreterprogram” intended to allow non-English
speaking members of the community to have
opportunity to comment to the City.
TAP Eligible Projects: Will you be working with Yes.
a community conservation corps or the
If necessary for the funding strategy used, the
California Conservation Corps (yes/no)? Please City will contact the California Conservation
explain (50 word limit).
Corps with respect to clearing and site
preparation for construction of the project.
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Part L: Cost and Schedule Summary
For use with 2013 Funding Round Community Design & Bike/Ped applicants only
Fill in BLUE SECTIONS where appropriate. Edit the formula cells at your own risk.
Project Sponsor

City of Sacramento
Project Title

South Sacramento Parkway - West
Project Description (scope and limits)
Construction of a new Class I bike trail connecting the Freeport Shores Bike Trail to the existing North Delta Shores Bike Trail. The project
includes the design, environmental documentation, right-of-way acquisition and construction.
SUMMARY

Start

End

Costs

Requests

Non-capital Activities

Jan-00

Jan-00

$

-

Environmental & Design

Mar-14

Jan-16

$

240,000 $

212,472

Right-of-Way

Feb-15

Jan-16

$

21,000 $

18,591

Construction

Jan-16

Oct-16

$

674,000 $

596,692

TOTAL

Jan-00

Oct-16

$

935,000 $

827,756

$

Applicant Comment Summary

-

88.53%

TASKS

Begin

End

Cost
Estimate

Requested
Funding

NA

NA

Applicant Comments

NON-CAPITAL ACTIVITIES
Authorization to Proceed

NA

Planning Studies

$

-

$

-

Non-capital staff activities
Non-capital materials
Miscellaneous
Totals

Jan-00

Jan-00

Jan-14
NEPA

Jan-14
CEQA

Environmental Document Type

CE

IS

Environmental Decision Type

CE

MND

Environmental Clearance

Mar-14

Jan-15

Final Design (Plans, Specs, & Est)

Jan-15

Jan-16

Mar-14

Jan-16

Authorization to Proceed

2/1/2015

1/1/2016

Need ROW Acquisition?

Yes

Need Utilities Relocation?

Yes

$

-

$

240,000 $

212,472

$

21,000 $

18,591

$

674,000 $

596,692

ENVIRONMENTAL & DESIGN
Authorization to Proceed

For more i nforma ti on, vi s i t the Ca l tra ns
Sta nda rd Envi ronmenta l Reference

Totals
RIGHT-OF-WAY

Totals

Feb-15

Jan-16

Jan-16

Oct-16

Jan-16

Oct-16

CONSTRUCTION
Authorization to Proceed
Totals
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PART M. ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE

5000
50000
30000
80000
68000
20000
172000
36666.9
40000

TOTAL PROJECT COST

0

0

0

CMAQ
Eligible

Environmental, 30% Design,

935,000
827,756

$935,000

$100,333
$333,000
$0

0

90% Design, 100% Design

0

0
0

$40,000

0
0

36,667
40,000

$36,667

935,000

100,333
333,000

501,667

172,000

$172,000

501,667

68,000
20,000

$68,000
$20,000

30,000
80,000

$30,000
$80,000

5,000

RSTP
Eligible

50,000

TAP
Eligible

$5,000

60% Design,

NON-PART
COSTS

$50,000

PARTICIPATING
COSTS

If you have questions about how to complete this form, please contact Sam Shelton at sshelton@sacog.org or at 916.340.6251.

Feasibility Study, PSR,

Total Participating Costs
Maximum Federal Funds (88.53%)

$935,000

$100,333
$333,000

5000
50000
30
125
40
20000
40
30
100

AMOUNT
$

Contingency (20% )
Construction Management/Contract Administration

1
1
1000
640
1700
1
4300
1222.23
400

QTY UNIT PRIC

501,667

LS
LS
CY
TON
TON
LS
SF
LF
LF

UNIT

SUBTOTAL

Clear & Grub
Grading
Imported Fill
Asphalt Concrete (3")
Aggregate Base Class II (6")
Signing & Striping
Concrete Block wall
Chain Link Fence
Guard Rail

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Please circle current status of project:

1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10

ITEM
NO.

South Sacramento Parkway - West
City of Sacramento

N. Bicycle and Pedestrian Program Specific Questions
1. Project Screening Conditions
Please respond yes/no (if no, please explain):
a. Project is included in the Master Plan as a planned project. Only under very special
circumstances will an application be considered that is not list in the Master Plan.
Yes, it is project number 30222
b. Project is ready for inclusion into the Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program,
with project scope and cost. The project application may include the cost of preparing
environmental documents. However, for large projects that will necessitate a full
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), the EIS can be funded separately from the design
and construction of the project (which should seek funding in a later round of funding).
Yes, if funded, it will be added to the MTIP Group VAR79030
c. Project is eligible for appropriate funding sources (i.e. CMAQ, RSTP, STIP, and TAP).
Yes, this project is expected to be funded with CMAQ
d. Project meets the minimum project size of $167,205 ($150,000 funding award + $17,205
local match).
Yes, the project cost estimate is for $935,000.

2. Project Funding Priorities and Goals

Capital Project Priorities
Please describe how the project supports one or more of the funding priorities for the
programming round, and how well. (Maximum
four (4) pages for complete responses to a‐f.)
MAP OF LOCAL TRANSIT SYSTEM
a. Increased access to transit services. Will the
proposed project increase bicycle and
pedestrian access to transit stops and
transfer centers? The FTA’s recently issued
policy identifies pedestrian catchment areas
as within a one‐half mile radius around
transit stops and stations, and a bicycle
catchment area as within a three mile
radius. Please use FTA’s guidance to
illustrate this project’s support for public
transit.
Yes. The proposed project will increase
access to the two major transit centers in
the area. As shown in the map to the right,
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both the Pocket Area Transit Center and the Meadowview Light Rail Station fall within a
three mile radius from the project location. Easy access to either of these destinations by
bicycle would be possible with the new trail. Since there is no direct access to transit at
the project location, pedestrian access within one half mile is not available.
b. Increased access to schools. Will the proposed project increase bicycle and pedestrian
access to schools? Please demonstrate this by including documentation that the school(s) is
supportive of and involved in this project. (If the proposed project is the result of a school
site needs assessment, site assessment, or walk audit, please include information about
how the need for the project was identified).
Yes. The proposed will provide better connectivity for high school students who would
travel to school by bicycle. The maps below of the enrollment areas for the schools show
the boundaries for all of the schools in the area. Since their enrollment areas for the
elementary and middle schools have the proposed project at their boundaries, there
would typically not be used by elementary and middle school students. However, at the
high school level, with the larger catchment areas, a portion of the neighborhood east of
the project is assigned to John F. Kennedy High School in the Pocket Community. This
project would provide some increased access to that school.
MAP OF LOCAL ELEMENTARY

MAP OF LOCAL HIGH SCHOOLS

c. Eliminated gaps in the existing bicycle/pedestrian network. Will the proposed project help
form complete bicycle and pedestrian networks, enabling bicyclists and pedestrians to
travel on a continuous network? Please specify any known issues concerning the gap(s) in
the network.
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Yes. The proposed project will
help to complete the off-street
bikeway network, which will be a
benefit for bicyclists and
pedestrians. This trail provides
the needed connection for east
west travel on a non-motorized
trail. It will connect the existing
Pocket Area community to the
existing South Sacramento Area
community and to the future
Delta Shores Development. The
illustration to the right shows
how the proposed project closes a
gap in the existing and planned
bikeway system in the City County
Bikeway Master Plan.

MAP OF BIKEWAY NETWORK

d. Removed physical barriers in the
bicycle and pedestrian network. Will the proposed project remove physical barriers, using
grade‐separated crossings when appropriate, to complete the bicycle and pedestrian
network and enable through travel by bicyclists and pedestrians? Please specify the need
for removal of this physical barrier.
Yes. The proposed project removes
DIAGRAM SHOWING BARRIER REMOVAL
the barrier created by Interstate 5.
Because it was built to exclude
bicycle and pedestrian crossings, it
is a significant barrier. From the
project site location, the closest
crossing of Interstate 5 is at the
Pocket Road/Meadowview Road
Interchange one half of a mile to
the north. As is typical with most
freeway interchanges, it is not a
friendly environment for bicyclists
and pedestrians. For many, this
freeway interchange itself is seen as
a barrier to walking and bicycling.
In the map to the right, the path one must take to connect point A to point B is shown in
two options. Using the existing street system (shown in purple), including the unfriendly
interchange, the travel distance is just over 2 miles. With the proposed project (shown in
green), the travel distance is about 1.5 miles and is a friendlier non-motorized route.
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e. Facility completion. Will the project “complete” a street or corridor by adding bicycle and
pedestrian facilities (e.g., pathways, lanes, shoulders, crossings, and sidewalks) in areas
with high existing or potential transportation use? Please specify why these treatments are
appropriate for the facility and community, and how.
Yes. The proposed project is a key link for the planned South Sacramento Parkway, which
was envisioned as a bicycle and pedestrian corridor connecting the Sacramento River
Trail to the southeast corner of the City and the City of Elk Grove. As shown in the map
below, the development of a continuous trail system from the Sacramento River is being
implemented in short segments. The trails have been and will continue to be built as a
condition of development to the maximum extent possible. This is the case with the
Delta Shores Development. There are some unfunded segments, however, where other
funding sources need to be secured. This is the case for the Proposed Project (shown in
green) and the Franklin Boulevard Segment (shown in orange).
MAP SHOWING REGIONAL BIKEWAY/PARKWAY IMPLEMENTATION

f. Reduce Vehicles Miles Traveled. Will the project increases the number of utilitarian bicycle
and walking trips?
Yes. The proposed project will provide a non-motorized access to the Bill Conlin Youth
Sports Complex from South Sacramento Neighborhoods. Currently the playing fields
are not accessible by walking or bicycling from South Sacramento. Combined with the
Freeport Shores project already under construction, this project will increase the
number of people arriving at the park without the use of an automobile. In addition to
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the trips to the Sports Complex, other bicycle and walking trips will be generated by
those who are reaching destinations in the Pocket Area from South Sacramento and
vice versa.
ILLUSTRATION SHOWING ACCESS TO THE CONLIN SPORTS COMPLEX

Non‐Capital Projects and Program Goals
Please describe how the project supports the program goals for the programming round,
and how well. (Maximum two (2) pages for complete response to a‐c and any applicable
information pertaining to the Capital Project Priorities.)
a. Encourage biking and walking through public information, education, and
awareness;
b. Where needed, perform studies and develop plans that support the goals for capital
facilities stated above; and
c. Increase the level of public agency staff expertise on bicycling and walking.
The proposed project is a capital project only and will not have any non-capital components,
however the project will include public outreach to the nearby community regarding the need,
purpose and benefits from its construction.

3. Project Need and Analysis of Community Benefits

Please describe the need for the project and provide an analysis of the project’s benefit to your
community and the region (Maximum 1/2 page). Qualitative benefits can be measured using
various factors. Factors to discuss, as applicable, include: accident reduction, existing and projected
usage/ridership/productivity, increase or decrease in ADT, life cycle cost reduction, VMT decrease,
pavement quality index, congestion relief (idle reduction, stop and go reduction, and
travel time decrease), reduced operating or maintenance costs, etc. Please also describe the
project’s potential for placemaking by supporting bicycle/pedestrian travel as a means to achieve
the MTP/SCS performance goals and the land use vision for the area, as described in the SCS and
the local general/specific plan.
For projects claiming safety benefits, methods of demonstrating benefits can include pedestrian
safety audits, bicycle LOS, bicycle compatibility audits, or field audits. Additional methods can be
found at:
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http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/hsip/resources/fhwasa09029/sec4.cfm
http://onlinemanuals.txdot.gov/txdotmanuals/hsi/using_the_safety_improvement_index.htm,

or
Transportation Injury Mapping System (TIMS) “Benefit Cost Calculator” (found under “Tools”)—
the benefit/cost calculator is an interactive tool that is used to derive a benefit/cost ratio for
potential safety improvement construction projects. This tool is used in conjunction with the
California Department of Transportation's Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) call for
projects.
The proposed project is needed to provide a non-motorized connection to the community’s
assets where none currently exist.
MAP SHOWING COMMUNITY CONNECTIVITY
The Bill Conlin Regional Youth
Sports Complex is a major facility
where Sacramento youth can play
and practice baseball, softball and
soccer, but there is no way that
the children from the South
Sacramento Neighborhoods can
access this facility using nonmotorized means. With the
proposed project in place, new
non-motorized access is created
along with a reduction in the
number of interactions with motor
vehicles. Fewer interactions
between motor vehicles bicyclists and pedestrians accessing the park will result in greater
safety for park users. Since the proposed project will also help reduce the number of vehicles
travelling on the local roads, there would likely be a reduction in the exposure to collisions on
these local roads as well, an indirect safety benefit.
The Sacramento River Bike Trail is another facility that would be made accessible with this
project. Destinations along this trail include The Freeport Water Authority Water Intake Facility
and associated plaza, Shore Park and Garcia Bend Park, among the many possible destinations
in the Pocket Area. This connection will be useful for all non-motorized travelers who will be
commuting between the Pocket area and South Sacramento area. The proposed project will
even gain more utilization as the future Delta Shores area develops to the southeast. The
beginnings of a major east-west non-motorized commute connection will be established with
the proposed project in place. As future connecting non-motorized trails are built this location
will be a significant place for Sacramento residents to enjoy.

4. Project Design and Readiness

Please describe what alternatives to the project were considered, and how it was determined the
proposed project utilizes a design that prioritizes safety for bicyclists and pedestrians given the
surrounding context, and/or increases the attractiveness or usability of the area for bicycle and
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pedestrian transportation use in a cost‐effective manner. (Maximum 1/2 page) Examples of how
areas determine context‐sensitive designs are available online at:
http://www.co.washington.or.us/LUT/Divisions/CPM/upload/Final‐Toolkit.pdf
and
http://www.sacog.org/complete‐streets/toolkit/files/categories/context‐sensitivesolutions.
html
MAP OF ALTERNATIVES AND CONTEXT
One of the main objectives to the
proposed project is to provide a
safe crossing the barrier created by
Interstate 5. This project makes use
of the existing structure that
crosses over Freeport Boulevard.
The majority of the trail alignment
is along the east side to connect to
the existing multi-use trail near the
North Delta Shores subdivision.
As illustrated to the right,
alternatives to this project include
an overcrossing (shown in yellow
dots) and an undercrossing (shown
in orange dots) occurring along the south end of the Conlin Sports Complex. They would both
involve construction of a major structure and associated ramps to make the grade separated
crossing. The costs for building either alternative would cost at least $4 to $5 million. These are
not as cost effective as the proposed project. Additionally, an undercrossing would be
problematic due to the high water table and an environment that does not have “eyes-on” to
prevent social problems that can occur with below grade crossings.
The proposed project will also be implemented in a way that is sensitive to the surrounding
environment. A portion of the trail will be adjacent to the back yards for ten houses currently
separated from the trail by chain link fences. This project proposes to install a masonry wall
along the trail to provide better privacy and sound attenuation for those residential properties
(shown in red).

5. Project Evaluation

In order to align bike/ped funding with the MTP/SCS, SACOG formed a working group made up of
representatives from cities, counties, state, and advocacy agencies in the Sacramento area to
develop short‐term priorities for the Funding Program. These priorities were reviewed and
approved by the Regional Bicycle & Pedestrian Advisory Committee and SACOG Board of Directors
in 2012. One of the key interests that came out of the working group discussions is the need to
move towards a quantifiable evaluation process. An emphasis on project evaluation also aligns
with the direction of the new surface transportation program Moving Ahead for Progress in the
21st Century (MAP‐21), which stresses the importance of performance‐based project selection.
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The most common form of evaluation is conducting bicycle counts both pre‐ and post‐project
implementation. In order to establish the process of project evaluation, SACOG is seeking
opportunities to launch a demonstration project to purchase equipment necessary to conduct
bicycle and pedestrian counts pre‐ and post‐project implementation for projects awarded funding
through the 2014 funding round, with minimal impact on local agency staff. Additionally, SACOG
requests that local agencies applying for funding in the funding round incorporate conducting
bicycle and pedestrian counts (both pre‐ and post‐project implementation) into their project’s
scope of work and cost estimates. The recommended methodology for bicycle and pedestrian
counts to be included in project scopes and cost estimates is the methodology used by the National
Bicycle and Pedestrian Documentation Project—more information about the methodology can be
found online at:
http://bikepeddocumentation.org/
The existing counts will be considered zero. The site is not traversable. The alternative onstreet route is so unfriendly to bicycle and pedestrian use, that there aren’t any bicyclist or
pedestrians using this route to make the connections that would be made with the proposed
project.
Once this project is put into service, bicycle and pedestrian counts will be taken to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the project. These counts will be performed in accordance
with the National Bicycle and Pedestrian Documentation Project.

6. Other Selection Considerations

Below are other criteria that will used to make funding recommendations to the Board. If other
considerations relevant to the project are not already addressed earlier in the application, please
briefly provide appropriate information. (One page maximum.) Other Evaluation Criteria for the
Working Group and SACOG Staff consideration
• Project demonstrates the potential for placemaking by supporting bicycle and pedestrian
travel as a means to achieve the MTP/SCS performance goals and the land use vision for
the area, as described in the SCS and the local general/specific plan; This has been
previously discussed in #3 above.
• Project design is context‐sensitive and appropriate for surrounding environment; This has
been previously discussed in #4 above.
• Project utilizes designs that prioritize the safety of bicyclists, pedestrians, and motorists
(documentation of safety issues should be included, if applicable); This has been previously
discussed in #3 above.
• Project creates new access for users. Projects improving access to and around schools
and/or transit demonstrate evidence of strong support by affected schools and/or transit
agencies; This has been previously discussed in #2a and 2b above.
• Project readiness to move forward on a timely schedule, including analysis of Parts K, L,
•
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•

•

and M (e.g., schedule, cost, risk to project, etc.); This has been previously discussed in #4
above. None of the risks identified in Part K are considered significant. If funded, this
project will be ready to start immediately.
Project demonstrates cost effectiveness, which is achieved by minimizing projected capital
and operating expenditures while offering strong performance benefits; Projects are not
serving primarily recreational trips or equestrians, and are not part of developer funded
basic good practices; and Inter‐community projects offer evidence of strong support by all
local jurisdictions where the project is located, and commitment to land use planning
consistent with Blueprint principles;
As discussed in #4 above, this project makes use of existing structures and vacant land to
overcome a significant barrier. Alternatives to construct an overcrossing or undercrossing
were dismissed due to the high cost and other technical difficulties.
and
Sponsor agency is willing to conduct evaluation of project utilizing bicycle and/or
pedestrian counts (or equivalent measure).
This has been previously discussed in #5 above. The city will perform utilization
documentation to assist in evaluating the projects effectiveness.

Other Evaluation Criteria for SACOG Staff consideration
• Sponsor agency’s historical performance in delivering federal aid projects (i.e. following
federal rules, STIP guidelines, delivery timeliness, etc.); The City of Sacramento has
demonstrated successful project delivery over the years. This includes complying with all
applicable rules, procedures and guidelines.
• Application follows Content (Part I) and Format (Part J) requirements; All application
requirements have been met
• Sponsor agency consideration of working with California Conservation Corps on TAP
eligible projects; The City is willing to work with CCC for site clearing, regardless of
receiving TAP funding.
• Project eligibility for federal funds and fund types; Eligibility met. and
• Sponsor agency commitment to implement the project, as evident by non‐SACOG
source funding commitments and inclusion in local policy documents. Local funding will be
committed for local match and any other non-participating elements of the project.
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Miscellaneous Photographs and Descriptions

LEFT: Looking south along Freeport Boulevard at
the I-5 undercrossing. Just south of the structure
is the west end of the proposed project.
ABOVE: Looking west towards Freeport Boulevard
showing I-5 overcrossing structure. The proposed
trail would turn sharply at this location.

ABOVE: View from I-5 shoulder looking
north. The proposed project would
follow the line of vegetation at the toe
of the embankment.
RIGHT: View looking north from the
southern end of the proposed project at
the connection to the existing trail.
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O. Emissions Benefit Calculations for CMAQ Funding

(Required if project is eligible for CMAQ funds)
Projects funded under this program may be candidates for funding under the Congestion Mitigation
and Air Quality (CMAQ) program. CMAQ funds are intended to support projects that improve air
quality and relieve congestion. Under the passage of MAP‐21, there is an increased emphasis on
addressing PM2.5 emissions in nonattainment and maintenance areas. The PM2.5 nonattainment
and maintenance areas in our region include the Sacramento Area (Sacramento County, Yolo County
from Winters to the eastern county border, eastern portions of Solano County, and the western
portions of Placer and El Dorado Counties), and the Yuba City/Marysville Area (Sutter County and a
the southern two‐thirds of Yuba County).
To show that air quality objectives are being met, state and local governments must demonstrate
the benefits of individual CMAQ projects. Therefore, project applicants must submit a calculation of
emissions reductions showing each pollutant, CO (if measurable), VOC, NOx, PM10, and PM2.5 in
kilograms/day. While quantitative analysis is required whenever possible, a qualitative analysis is
also considered acceptable when project benefits cannot be quantified.
To assist in calculating the quantitative emission benefits reductions and the cost effectiveness of
the reductions, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) has produced a hard copy manual and an
automated Microsoft Access database file. The manual and database are available online at:
http://www.arb.ca.gov/planning/tsaq/eval/eval.html
Print and attach the emission benefits calculations to the application.
See following page…
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CMAQ Analysis: South Sacramento Parkway Trail
Inputs:

$828,481
20
200
0.58
30,000
0.014
0.005

Funding Dollars (Dollars)
Effectiveness Period (years)
Days (D) (200 default)
Average Length (L) of bicycle trips (miles):
Annual Average Daily Traffic (ADT) (30,000 max)
Adjustment (A) on ADT for auto trips replaced by bike trips
Credit (C) for Activity Centers near the project:

Emission Factors
(From Table 3, Average Auto Emission Factors, May 2013, CARB for a 20 year life):
Commute Trip End Factor, grams/trip Auto VMT Factor, grams/mile
ROG Factor
0.462
0.119
NOx Factor
0.162
0.13
PM2.5 Factor
0.004
0.087
PM10 Factor
0.00432
0.09396

Annual Auto Trip Reduced = (D) * (ADT) * (A + C) =

114,000

Annual Auto VMT Reduced = (Trips Reduced) * (L) =

65,723

Calculations:

Annual Emission Reductions (ROG, NOx and PM10) in lbs. per year:
=[(Annual Auto Trips Reduced) * (Auto Trips End Factor) +
Annual Auto VMT Reduced) *
(Auto VMT Factor)]/454
ROG:
NOx:
PM2.5:
PM10:

lbs. per year
lbs. per year
13.60 lbs. per year
14.69 lbs. per year

133.24

59.50

Cost-Effectiveness of Funding Dollars: (CRF * Funding) / (ROG + NOx + PM10)
(1+i)n(i)

Capital Recovery Factor (CRF):

(1+i)n-1

i = discount rate (using 3%) 0.03
n = project life, 20 years = 20
20
CRF = (1+0.03) (0.03) = 0.067
20
(1+0.03) -1

where:

Cost Effectiveness of Funding Dollars = (CRF * Cost) / (1,440)
=

$38.67 per lb.

Annual Emission Reductions (ROG, NOx PM2.5 and PM10) in kg/day:
kg/day

ROG Lbs. reduced per year
2.2 lbs./kg * 365 days/year

0.166

NOx Lbs. reduced per year
2.2 lbs./kg * 365 days/year

0.074 kg/day

PM2.5 Lbs. reduced per year
2.2 lbs./kg * 365 days/year

0.017 kg/day

PM10 Lbs. reduced per year
2.2 lbs./kg * 365 days/year

0.018 kg/day
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